founded in 1971
the biggest university language centre in the Czech Republic
branches at nine faculties of Masaryk University
9,000 students per semester
100 employees
own research activities and educational projects
commercial language courses for general public
seven main languages:

OUR GOALS & MAIN AREAS OF FOCUS
1. Enhancing the competence of students and university staff in languages and in language soft skills of academic importance
2. Providing personal development opportunities for those attending or delivering degree programmes through the medium of English or other languages
3. Bridging the gap between pedagogical/methodological/linguistic research and classroom practice, promoting innovation in technology-enhanced language learning
4. Raising the national and international profile of academic activities devoted to languages
5. Generating an exchange of experience from our Language Centre with partners all around the world

CZECH REPUBLIC
COUNTRY IN THE CENTRE OF EUROPE

BRNO - CAPITAL OF THE MORAVIA REGION
- Major Czech university centre with six universities and 90,000 university students
- Crossroad between Prague, Vienna, Budapest and Bratislava
- Dynamically developing centre of science, research and innovation, emerging IT Business Incubators and scientific centres of excellence
- City full of galleries, museums, musical and theatrical events, with a vibrant alternative culture scene and relaxed intellectual lifestyle
- Architecture of historical palaces, churches, chateaux and castles contrasting the best avant-garde architecture of the 1920s and 1930s
- City made famous by Janáček, Mendel, Masaryk, Huxley, van der Rohe, Loos, Kundera and Kolbená
- Located in the middle of a great European wine region, also with a fantastic local beer tradition and developed coffee culture.

MASARYK UNIVERSITY
university with a rich history and significant heritage, largest scientific and educational centre in the Czech Republic, internationally renowned research university
nine faculties, 200 departments, institutes and clinics, 1,400 study programmes, over 35,000 students and 2,200 educators
unique atmosphere of a student city, emphasis on the information system, faculties in the historical centre and on a modern university campus, its own Antarctic research station

INNOVATING LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Enhancing language proficiency
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